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Why is calibration  needed?

What are the main assumptions and limitations? 

How is calibration done? 

Where are calibration results in the archive?  



are calibration results in the archive?  

Observed visibilities differ 
from true visibilities 

● atmosphere

● electronics
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are calibration results in the archive?  

The Fourier transform of raw 
visibilities of a point source 

look far from what it 
should



The calibration consists in
 
● measuring the effects of the various corruptions on the observed visibilities

corruptions

G = B J D E P T 

T=troposphere
P=parallactic angle (alt-az mounting)
E=antenna voltage pattern
D=polarization leakages
J= electronic gains
B=bandpass response

Vij
obs(𝜈,t) = Gij(𝜈,t)   Vij

true (𝜈,t) 
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● measuring the effects of the various corruptions on the observed visibilities

● some factors can be predicted or directly measured
 

● others can be determined by observing a calibration source during the 
observing period
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Pointing
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Pointing

factors that can be 
predicted or directly 
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Typical execution structure



Troposphere
 
● Tropospheric opacity depends on the altitude

Atmospheric 
transmission is not a cm
problem @ λ > cm



Troposphere
 

Atmospheric 
transmission is not a 
problem @ λ > cm

but it would be @ ALMA bands
in the VLA site



Troposphere
 

At the ALMA site
the chances to observe at 
Band 10 increase!



Troposphere
 

The transmission curve 
changes with 
Precipitable Water Vapor 
content in the atmosphere!
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atmosphere

Tsys factors 
below 
atmosphere

Effective system noise temperature
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Troposphere’s double effect

● attenuation

opacity

emission from 
atmosphere

Tsys factors 
below 
atmosphere

Effective system noise temperature

 —> Amplitude Calibration Device 

Measure Tsys and Trx 
for each antenna



Troposphere’s double effect

● attenuation

opacity

emission from 
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Tsys factors 
below 
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Troposphere’s double effect

● phase noise

PWV variations cause phase fluctuations
resulting in: 

● phase shift

● low coherence 



Troposphere’s double effect

● phase noise

PWV variations cause phase fluctuations
resulting in: 

● phase shift

● low coherence 

water vapor radiometer 

Only on 12m antennas
Allow to measure pwv 



Troposphere’s effects corrections
 

● wvr radiometer

Four “channels” flanking the peak of 
the 183 GHz water line

Data taken every second



Typical execution structure

Polarization 

Bandpass
Amplitude

Phase
Check

factors determined
observing a 
calibration source
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Basic assumptions of calibration

Vij
obs(𝜈,t) = Gij(𝜈,t)   Vij

true (𝜈,t) 

● The complex gains Gij(𝜈,t) can be approximated by the product of the two associated 
antenna-based complex gains

● Visibilities and gains are complex numbers so we need to determine 
amplitudes a and phases 𝛉 of gains

● The frequency and time dependence of the gains are independent of each other

Gi(𝜈,t) = Bi(𝜈) Ji
 (t) 



How calibration works

● To solve this equation we observe sources for which we know the true 
visibilities amplitudes Amodel and phases 𝛉model

● Observing a point source at the phase center 
                           
                                                𝛉model  = 0

● Consider a normalized amplitude 
                           
                                                Amodel  = 1



Calibrators – The ALMA observatory selects the most appropriate for each project 

Amplitude

Bandpass

Phase

Target with known flux density 
Anywhere in the sky. (Solar System objects in the past, now grid sources) 
One scan only, typically at the beginning of observations 

Bright object (typically quasar) with no spectral features 
Within ~30 deg of the science target
One scan only, typically at the beginning of observations 

 Close to the target in the sky.
Within few deg of the target ( <5 deg in Band7 — <3 deg in Ban 10)
observed before and after the target (cycling time depends on freq and baseline length) 

Check
For observations with angular resolution < 0.25” or freq > 400 GHz

 Bright source, at a similar distance from the phase calibrator as the target.
Observed two or three times per EB.



Reference antenna

● No absolute phases are measured but differences between the phases of antennas in a baseline

● A reference antenna need to be chosen. It will have by definition phase zero at all times 

It must be chosen 
at the center of the array
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Bandpass calibration



                           Amod (𝜈) = 1  and 𝜃mod (𝜈) = 0 
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Bandpass calibration

● In the weblog you can see the gains 
for each antenna and each spw
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Time-dependent gain calibration

•  Observed regularly before and after target scans 

As for the bandpass
The calibrator is observed 
at the phase center 

Amod (t) = 1  and 𝜃mod (t) = 0

We can determine for each 
scan on the calibrator the 
amplitude correction Ji

A 
and the phase correction Ji

𝜃
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• Coherence time
is the time between each phase 
calibrator’s observation. 
Shorter at higher freq 
and longer baselines



Time-dependent gain calibration

•  Calibrator observed regularly before and after target scans 

• Coherence time
is the time between each phase 
calibrator’s observation. 
Shorter at higher freq 
and longer baselines

•  Solutions Ji
A and Ji

𝜃 
are  applied to all the 
 visibilities of the target 
using a linear  interpolation



● In the weblog you can see the gains 
for each antenna and each spw
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Time-dependent gain calibration

time



● In the weblog you can see the calibrated visibilities for each calibrator
for each spw

Bandpass and Time-dependent gain applied
am

pl
itu

de

frequency

for all calibrators
(in particular the 
bandpass calibrator) 
should be flat
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● In the weblog you can see the calibrated visibilities for each calibrator
for each spw

Bandpass and Time-dependent gains applied
ph

as
e

time

for all calibrators should 
be around zero

the scatter 
(< few tens of deg)
depends also 
on the calibrator’s 
brightness



● If a check source is observed in the weblog 
you find images per spw

● and fluxes

CHECK source

fitted flux density visibility flux density



● Time-dependent gains applied to the target are estimated on the “phase” 
calibrator observed in

≠ position
≠ times

      Based on the assumption that atmospheric conditions change
      linearly in time. Reasonable but not always true!

● Self-calibration may be necessary to improve calibration and
image fidelity

● For time dependent projects the calibration intervals must be  
carefully considered

      

 

Standard calibration limitations



Where to find the calibration’s diagnostic plots

auxiliary

qa

member.uid__bla_bla_bla.weblog.tgz



Where to find the calibration’s diagnostic plots
member.uid__bla_bla_bla.weblog.tgz —> index.html

By Task

bandpass



are calibration results in the archive?  

What ● corruptions in time and frequency are 
independent from each other

● gains are antenna NOT baseline - dependent
● atmospheric corruptions estimated using the 

phase calibrator change linearly in time 

How ● Atmospheric frequency-dependent and short 
time-dependent corruptions are calibrated a priori 

● Calibrators are observed to determine electronic 
and bandpass gains

Where Calibration results are collected in the 
weblog attached to each dataset  

Why Calibration is needed to correct observed visibilities 
for  the electronic and atmospheric effects Is calibration needed?

are the main assumptions
and limitations?

is calibration done?

are calibration results?


